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Abstract

  

The process of collectivization in the USSR, launched by the Bolsheviks in the late 1920s,
revealed another round of confrontation between the authorities and the peasantry. Although
situation reports described general outrage, the leadership of the USSR insisted on its chosen
course. However, by early 1930, the intensity of anti-kolkhoz struggle became threatening.
Under these conditions, Stalin's article “Dizzy with Success” appeared; it had great resonance
in the Soviet society. Trying to justify the course of the Central Committee on complete
collectivization and dekulakization, Stalin transferred all responsibility to “overzealous”
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grass-roots workers, the kolkhoz movement activists, which was met with their incomprehension
and resentment. The immediate agents of collectivization could not give credence to measures
outlined in the article and perceived it as the collapse of collective farm construction. They were
even more outraged by the accusation of bungling. Some communists regarded Stalin’s article
as counter-revolutionary and corrupting the ranks of the party. Many blamed not only the central
authorities, but Stalin personally, accusing him of sliding to the position of the “right” and even of
departure from Bolshevism. Learned by experience, they were in no hurry to correct the
“excesses of overzealous bureaucracy” in collective farm construction. Sometimes, taking all
measures to prevent peasants from knowing the content of the article, they continued to force
peasants to join the kolkhozes. The ambivalence of the central leadership position and, above
all, that of Stalin was obvious. Opponents of collectivization attributed Stalin’s statements to the
Soviet authorities surrendering their position and to the forthcoming end of the Soviet power. A
common place for all was expectation of imminent war, which would allow them to deal with the
Communists and free themselves from their dominance. They used Stalin’s article as a shield,
when opposing local authorities, who still insisted on collectivization and dekulakization.
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